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ABSTRACT.
The purpose of this paper is to find necessary and sufficient conditions that an abstract ring be isomorphic to the ring of all endomorphisms of a reduced torsion-free module over a (possibly noncommutative) complete discrete valuation ring.
Introduction. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring and H a reduced torsion-free R-module.
The structure of the P-endomorphism ring ERiH) of H is to a large extent determined by the ideal E AH) of all those P-endomorphisms of H which map H onto a submodule of finite rank. If R is a (possibly noncommutative) division ring, then it is well known that FT//) is the right socle (sum of all minimal right ideals) as well as the left socle of E AH). However, if R is not a division ring, then E"(H), just like R, does not possess minimal ideals at all. In this general case it turns out that E AH) is both the sum of all minimal nonradical right ideals and the sum of all minimal nonradical left ideals of ERiH). By a minimal nonradical right (left) ideal of a ring E we mean a right (left) ideal / which is not contained in the Jacobson radical /(E) of E and has the property that every right (left) ideal of E which is properly contained in / belongs to /(F).
In §2 we briefly comment on the Jacobson radical of E R(H). In §3 we investigate EAH) and characterize the subrings of ERiH) which contain EAH).
In §4 we show that a subring S of F"(H) which contains EAH) is complete in its finite topology if and only if S = ERiH). This topology on E R(H) is defined
by taking the annihilators of the finite subsets of H as neighborhoods of zero.
Finally, §5 is devoted to a characterization of E R(H) for reduced torsionfree P-modules H which are complete in their p-adic topology. The endomorphism rings of these modules are complete in their /-finite topology which is obtained by taking as neighborhoods of zero the right ideals in E "(H) which map finite subsets of H into p'H. We note that our characterization of FRiH) fot complete 1. Definitions and preliminaries. An ideal of E is called (non)radical if it is (not) contained in J(E). We define the /-adic topology of E by taking the powers of ](E) as a neighborhood basis at zero.
Definition.
A ring R is a complete discrete valuation ring if it satisfies the following four conditions:
(1) R/](R) is a division ring.
(2) ](R) = pR = Rp, where p is either zero or a nonnilpotent element of R.
(3) R is Hausdorff and complete in its /-adic topology.
Then R possesses an identity element which is obtained by lifting the identity element from R/](R). and Ag(S) a left ideal of E. If Q is any subset of E, then K(Q) is the totality of x in H for which xQ = 0, and HQ is the set of elements hß for h £ H and ß £ Q. Whenever E = ER(H), we shall write the operators P, A, ÍK, X. without subscript.
We state the following useful generalization of results which are proven in [7] . The proofs go over unchanged to the present case.
(1.6) Lemma. Let H be any R-module and E any subring of E"(H). Then
(1) A£[K(T)] = £E(T) for every subset T of E.
(2) PE(HT) = %E(T) for every subset T of E. of H such that F has finite rank. Ha C F and K C Kia).
Proof. Since Ha has finite rank, it is free, by (1.2).
Any epimorphism H -» M, where Al is free, is direct. Therefore, the kernel K(a) of a is a direct summand of H. Hence, we can write H = G ® Kia) with G of finite rank. Then G + Ha = G + Ga has finite rank. Denote by S the intersection of G + Ha and K(a).
By ( (1) o is a minimal idempotent of E, (2) Ha is an indecomposable direct summand of H, (3) Ha is a direct summand of rank I.
The following result is an immediate consequence of (1.2), (3.2) and (3.3).
(3-4) Corollary. Let E be a subring of ER(H) which contains EAH). Then EAH) = Y ,u,ttE = Y .,vsEit, where <!>(E) is the set of all minimal idempo-
tents of E.
We need two further lemmas before we can characterize E^iH). We call a
and if every right (left) ideal Y of E, which is properly contained in /, is contained in /(E).
(3.5) Lemma. Let E be a ring and e a minimal idempotent of E. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) eE is a minimal nonradical right ideal of E, Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from (3-3).
Assume that (2) is a division ring. Hence the validity of (3) is a consequence of (3.5).
Next, let X be a minimal nonradical right ideal of E. Then X = X, because otherwise X2 C J(E) would imply X C ](E). Now X Ç A£(pH) would imply X = XnQ\E{pnH) for every «>1, hence X Ç f|~ = 1 A£ (p"H) = Agífl"«^" «) = Ag(0) = 0, which is impossible. Therefore, X j£ AE(pH). So we can find x £ H and a £ X such that xa / pH. Hence x / pH, since pAA is fully invariant. By Thus, (1) is a consequence of (3), and the lemma is proved.
By combining (3-4) and (3.6) we arrive at the following ideal-theoretic characterization of EQ(AA).
(3.7) Theorem. Let E be a subring of ER(H) which contains EQ(H). Then EAH) is both the sum of all minimal nonradical right ideals and the sum of all minimal nonradical left ideals of E.
The fact that EQ(H) is a two-sided ideal of ER(H) has the following consequence.
(3.8) Proposition. Let E be a subring of ER(H) which contains EQ(H).
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Proof. Let X be a right (left) ideal of EQ(H) and let Ç, £ E. We have to
show that X(CX (ÇX Ç X). Let a e X. Then it follows from (3.2) that there exists an idempotent a in EAH) with aa = a ia£a = ¿,a). But aÇ £ EAH)
[(¡a £ E0(H)]. Therefore, at, £ X (Ça £ X). Hence, X is also a right (left) ideal in the ring E.
In preparation for our characterization of the rings ER(H), we establish a few more properties of the finite R-endomorphisms of H. First, we determine the Jacobson radical of E AH).
(3.9) Theorem. Let E be a subring of E"(H) which contains EAH). Then
for every positive integer n. Moreover, considered as a ring, E AH) is simple inot a zero-ring) modulo its Jacobson radical.
Proof. J[E0(H)] = /(£) n E0(H), since EQ(H) is a two-sided ideal of E.
Hence, ][EQ(H)]n Ç J(E)n O EQ(H). And it follows from (2.1) that /(E)" n EQ(H)
Ç Aip"H) O E0(H). But nEQiH)n is essentially ERiF). Hence, Ç £ AE(F)(p"F).
Since F is free of finite rank, it is complete in its p-adic topology. Therefore, by (2.3), we have AE(F)(pF) = J[ER(F)], which implies \E(F)(p"F) = J[ER(F)]n. Since 77 is an idempotent in EAH), we obtain Let Z be a two-sided ideal of E. If Z O E (AA) is nonradical then E AH) C Z.
Proof. From (3.9) we derive that Z C\ EQ(H) + ][EQ(H)] = EQ(H). Suppose that a2 = o £ EQ(H). Then a = z + j with z £ Z. and / £ ][EQ(H)]. Also a = OZO+ aja. But aja £ J(E) n oEo = j(aEo). Therefore, a-aja is a unit in ctEct.
Consequently, a = (a -aja) (a -aja)~ 1 = aza(a -aja)~ x e Z.
Accordingly, Z contains all idempotents of E AH). If now a is any element of E q(H), then (3.2) ensures that there exists an idempotent r e E Q(H) with a= to,.
Therefore, a e Z, since Z is an ideal containing r. Hence E AH) C Z, and the proof is complete.
(3-11) Proposition. Let E be a subring of E "(H) which contains E AH). Now suppose that X is a minimal nonradical left ideal of E. By (3-6), AA = Sg! ffi A for some g £ H and A C H with X = A£({g!). Let co £ E be defined by gco = pg and Aco = 0. Then co £ X, and it follows from (3-9) that co £ /(£). Therefore, Xoj C X n ¡(E). To prove the opposite inclusion, pick any y £ X n /(E).
By (3.7) and (3.9), y e A£(pH). Moreover, by (3.2), we can write AA = \x\ © X(y) for suitable x e AA. Then xy= prg for some r £ R. Note that for every r £ R there is one only one r' £ R such that pr = r' p. So 1er r e x be defined by xr= r'g and K(y)r= 0.
Then xy = Prg = r'pg = r'gw = xrw, K(y)y = 0 = K(y)rco.
Consequently, y = reo, so that X n /(E) C Xco. Hence Xoj = X O /(E).
To complete the proof we must show that oj is not a right-zero-divisor in X.
So suppose that À e X and Xco = 0. If AAÀ were different from zero, then AAÀ
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would equal some pn{g\, so that 0 = HXco = pn\g\co = pn + 1\g\, which is a contradiction. Accordingly, HX = 0. Hence X = 0, as required. (3.14) Lemma. Let E be a subring of E AH) which contains a minimal nonradical right ideal M of EAH). Then HA£iS) = S for every submodule S of H.
Proof. By (3.6), H = \h\ © G with M = PiG). Clearly HARiS) C S. Conversely, it s £ S then there exists a £ M C E such that s = ¿><x Then a £ A£ (S) shows that 5 C HARiS), which finishes the proof.
We shall say that a left ideal L of a ring K has a complement in K if there is a left ideal Q in K such that K is the direct sum of L and Q.
(3.15) Proposition. Lei E be a subring of ERiH) which contains EQiH). shows that oxpX / 0. But OcpX £ L f-M, and so all is proved.
After collecting three further preparatory lemmas, we are ready for the ringtheoretical characterization of the rings between E AH) and ER(H).
Let a be a minimal idempotent of ER(H).
Then by (3-3), AAct has rank one.
Consequently, AAct is complete in its />-adic topology. Since ctER(H)a = ER(Ho),
we therefore obtain from (2.3) (3.17) Proposition. Let E be a subring of E"(H) which contains EQ(H).
Let a be a minimal idempotent of E. Then the ring oEo is Hausdorff and complete in its J-adic topology. Proof. If k2 £ K Pi /(E) for all k £ K, then K + J(E)/](E) would be nil and consqeuently, K C /(E). Therefore, we can find an element k £ K such that k2 i ](E). The minimality of K implies K = kK = kE = k2E. Now consider S = !</> £ K\ kef, £ J(E)\. Then 5 is a right ideal of E. If S were not contained in /(E), then S = AC, by the minimality of K. This, however, would imply k2 £ J(E) and violate our choice of k. Therefore, if for some a £ K
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we have ka £ /(E), then a e /(E). Among other things, this implies
for all n>l. Note that our hypothesis implies immediately that [K n /(E)]" = p"K fot all 22 > 1. Also, we obtain from C\™=lJiE)n = 0 that every nonzero element a of K has a representation of the from a= fma' with a' ft /(E) and ?22 > 0.
Next we consider j{ (k), the right annihilator of k in K. We wish to show that % (k) = 0. So let 0 ¡= a e iRKU). Then a e S, hence a e /(E). Write a = pma' with a' ¿/(E) and 722 >1. Then a' e SK(/epm). If the right ideal j\"(/s/y") were not radical, then it would be all of K, so that
would imply pm = 0, which is impossible. Hence ÂK(kpm) C /(E), so that a' £ JÍE), which is likewise a contradiction. It follows that 5\"(zs) = 0.
The wanted idempotent generator for K is now easily found. Since kK = K, there exists a nonzero element e £ K such that ke = k. Then e -e £ 9\K(/e), hence e = e . Clearly e / /(E). Since K is minimal nonradical, we obtain K = eE.
Now eEe is a ring with identity e. By (3.5), eEe/JieEe) is a division ring. Moreover, jieEe) = eEe n /(E) = eE D Ee n j(E) is true in any ring E. Next assume that Ee H/(E) = Eecj. Then [eE n /(E)] nEe = peE C\Ee = peEe and [Ee n /(E)] n e£ = Eeq n eE = eEeq.
Hence, j(eEe) = peEe = eEeq. Therefore, we can find ß £ eEe such that pe = ßq. Suppose that ß £ j(eEe). Then ß -py with y £ eEe. Assuming that p
is not a left-zero-divisor in eE, the equation pe = pyq implies that e = yq.
But yq £ /(E).
This contradicts the fact that the Jacobson radical contains no nonzero idempotents. It follows that ß ¿ JieEe). Since eEe is a local ring, ß must be a unit in eEe. Therefore, eEep = eEeßq = eEeq. Thus, JieEe) = peEe = eEep. We know that p is not nilpotent. Therefore, we see from our definition in § 1 that eEe is a discrete valuation ring, and now the proof is complete. 
(2) E contains minimal nonradical right ideals. Remark. We note that in (3) we require the validity of both statements regard ing minimal nonradical right and left ideals.
Proof. The necessity of (1) follows from (2.2), and the necessity of (2) follows from (1.1) and (3.6). Condition (3) is necessary by virtue of (3.11), and condition (4) by virtue of (3.15). Finally (3.16) shows the necessity of (5), while (6) is necessary because of (3.17).
Now assume that E satisfies (1)-(6). By (2) there exists a minimal nonradical right ideal H of E. It follows from (1) and (3) Definition. Let E be a subring of ER(H). Then the family PF(F) =
[a £ E| Ea = 0!, where F runs over all finite subsets of AA, constitutes a neighborhood basis at 0 for a topology on E which we call the finite topology.
Clearly the finite topology on E is Hausdorff. And the simple fact PE(F) = E O P(F) shows that the finite topology on E is the same as the relative topology induced by the finite topology of ER(H). For our purpose we need an abstract definition of the finite topology on E, without referring to the underlying module.
Again we assume that E is a subring of ER(H) which contains EAH). Let E be a finite subset of H. Then the purification |F|* = \h £ H\ rh e\F\ tot some r ¿ 0 in R! has finite rank and is therefore, by (1.3), a direct summand of AA. It readily follows that Pe(|F!*)= Pe(F). Now let a be a projection of AA onto [F!*. Then a £ E0(H) C E. Moreover, applying (1.6), PE(|E!*) = PE(Ho) = %E(o). Hence, every PE(F) is the right annihilator in E of a finite subset of EQ(H). Conversely, let T be a finite subset of EAH). Then the submodule |AAT! generated by AAT has finite rank, hence is free by (1.2), and can therefore be generated by a finite subset E of AA. It follows from (1.6) that SR£(T) = P R(HT) = PE(\HT\) = Pe(F). Accordingly, we obtain (4.1) Proposition. Let E be a subring of ER(H) which contains E AH).
Then the finite topology on E coincides with the topology on E obtained by taking the right annihilators in E of the finite subsets of EQ(H) as a neighborhood system of 0.
Remark. The reader will observe that the finite topology on E can also be defined by choosing the right annihilators of the finite idempotents of E as a neighborhood basis at 0. Pierce did that in [6] for the endomorphism rings of z>-groups without elements of infinite height.
(4.1) and (3.7) suggest the following abstract definition of the finite topology on an arbitrary ring. If a ring is without minimal nonradical right ideals, then we define the sum of its minimal nonradical right ideals to be the zero ideal.
Definition. Let E be an abstract ring and EQ the sum of all its minimal nonradical right ideals. Let qS(Eq) be the family of all finite subsets of EQ.
Then the family ÍÍKE(S)| S £ <t(E0)! constitutes a neighborhood basis at 0 for a
